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[1] This paper addresses the question of particular characteristics and causes of intense
space storms. We focus on several unresolved issues, which are critical to storm research
and often nourish open disputes: the extent of interplanetary driving, the role of substorms
in storm dynamics through the acceleration of particles to ring current energies, the
identity of the lead agent of fast ring current decay right after storm maximum and the
cause of the two-phase recovery of intense storms, the global morphology of the storm-
time ring current, and the predictability of intense storms. Space storm physics has
been driven by several more or less successful paradigms during the four decades
following the dawn of the space flight era. However, recent suggestions and conclusions
resulting from a number of observational and modeling studies have brought
significant constraints to several of these paradigms. Thus for example, interplanetary
driving through southward oriented magnetic fields is not always by itself sufficient to
drive intense space storms because it is conditioned by internal magnetospheric
conditions, the MLT distribution of storm-time magnetic disturbances is often asymmetric
during the storm main phase, and charge exchange is not the lead agent of ring current
decay at all times. INDEX TERMS: 2788 Magnetospheric Physics: Storms and substorms; 2778
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1. Introduction

[2] Space storms are central to space weather; they
interconnect in a uniquely global manner the Sun and the
Earth. Space storms produce a number of distinct physical
effects in near-Earth space environment: acceleration of
charged particles in space, intensification of electric currents
in space and on the ground, impressive aurora displays, and
global magnetic disturbances on the Earth’s surface, a
defining storm feature and the origin of the classical name
‘‘magnetic storm’’, coined by Alexander von Humboldt
long before the space flight era [von Humboldt, 1808].

[3] In our investigation we have used two particular
intense storms, which occurred in June 1991 and September
1998 (that is, at solar maximum and rising solar cycle,
respectively). This choice is motivated by the possibility of
discovering solar cycle dependent characteristics of intense
space storms, which becomes evident in, for example, ion
composition features and effects.
[4] This paper is the third of a series of storm-dynamics

reviews, preceded by Gonzalez et al. [1994] and Kamide et
al. [1998b]. The first paper [Gonzalez et al., 1994] aimed to
summarize the existing knowledge on space storms. The
paper included a basic discussion of storm morphology,
storm monitoring (Dst index), and storm development
(importance of substorm ion injections). Its main focus,
however, was the role of the interplanetary medium in the
origin of storms. The cause and the importance of prolonged
southward components of the interplanetary magnetic field
(IMF Bs) were presented in detail. The second paper
[Kamide et al., 1998b] elaborated on the various types of
solar wind conditions that may lead to space storms; it
reviewed a number of techniques employed in the predic-
tion of space storms, and it discussed in more detail the
storm-substorm dispute, namely the indications pro and
contra the ability of magnetospheric substorms to drive
the storm-time ring current.
[5] The present paper focuses on particularly intense

space storms and uses combined modeling and observation-
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al techniques to assess the exclusivity of solar wind forcing,
the role of substorms in storm development, the relative
importance of convective drift loss and charge exchange in
storm recovery, and the improvement of storm predictions
through the use of nonlinear dynamical techniques. Model-
ing of storm-associated processes and its interplay with
observations has become a particularly critical and decisive
research tool. During the last decade, numerous and fruitful
efforts have been spent in the development of models
aiming to achieve new insights in storm dynamics. An
incomplete list of important contributions includes model-
ing studies of particle acceleration [Jordanova et al., 1994;
Delcourt, 2002], magnetospheric configuration and particle
transport [Liemohn et al., 2001], ring current decay [Jorda-
nova et al., 1996; Kozyra et al., 1997], global energy
balance [Kozyra et al., 2002], and relative efficiency of
convection and induced electric fields in building up the
ring current [Chen et al., 1994; Fok et al., 1996, 1999]. The
use of electric fields in modeling is particularly critical
because of the peculiarities of electric fields in the inner
magnetosphere, as was shown by [Wygant et al., 1998]. We
will discuss in detail particular aspects of storm modeling in
the following sections.

2. Substorms: Their Role in Storm Initiation
and Buildup

[6] An unresolved issue in storm dynamics is the role of
substorms, especially in intense storms. There have been
numerous studies either proposing or opposing the view that
substorms play an active role in the ring current buildup.
Sydney Chapman and Syun-Ichi Akasofu thought of sub-
storms as being the key elements of a magnetic storm and
thus named them ‘‘sub-storms’’ to suggest this idea [Aka-
sofu and Chapman, 1961; Chapman, 1962]. In this picture,
substorms have the role of magnetic pumps, each of which
inflate the inner magnetosphere with hot plasma: during
substorm expansion, induction electric fields accelerate
magnetospheric particles and inject them into the inner
magnetosphere, where they become trapped and ultimately
form the ring current. According to the classic Chapman-
Akasofu substorm paradigm, magnetic storms occur when
successively occurring substorms deliver hot plasma to the
inner magnetosphere faster than it can be dissipated.
[7] Recently, [Daglis et al., 2000] noted that the contri-

bution of substorm injections to the ring current growth
depends on the drift paths, open or closed, of the injected
particles in the inner magnetosphere and their eventual
trapping or escape. The transport paths depend on a number
of factors, like the initial energy and pitch angles of the
particles, the region (local time) of their injection, the
magnetic field configuration, the site and intensity of
induced electric fields at substorm onset, the excitation of
waves, etc. It is obvious that a wide array of possible
degrees of influence may exist and that single point space-
craft measurements just provide us parts of the puzzle.
Valuable tools in this context are global images of the ring
current decay product, namely images compiled through
measurements of energetic neutral atoms currently per-
formed by the IMAGE spacecraft. A couple of published
storm investigations [Mitchell et al., 2001; Pollock et al.,
2001] has confirmed the potential of this technique, which

had been anticipated long ago by many relevant studies
[e.g., Roelof, 1989; Williams et al., 1992; Daglis and Livi,
1995].
[8] Compositional variations are another important aspect

of substorm influence on storm dynamics, as pointed out by
[Daglis et al., 1998]. Substorm reconfigurations, with
intense induced electric fields preferentially accelerating
O+ ions [e.g., Delcourt, 2002], lead to an increasing
abundance of O+ in the inner magnetosphere, which can
influence ring current dynamics and storm evolution in a
number of ways [Daglis et al., 1999].
[9] Here we examine the effects of substorms on the ring

current during two storms, using a particular ground mag-
netogram technique first discussed by [Zaitzev and Boström,
1971] and [Clauer and McPherron, 1974]. As outlined by
[Daglis, 2001], substorms influence storm dynamics
through two coupled but distinct effects of their occurrence:
the ring current growth and the Dst profile variations.
Although the two effects are often considered identical,
they are not. Substorms inject particles over a wide range of
energies (from <10 keV to >100 keV) into the inner
magnetosphere. These particles enhance the kinetic energy
density for shorter or longer time intervals, depending on
their residence time in the inner magnetosphere. At the same
time the magnetic variation of the near-Earth magnetotail
associated with substorms affects the magnetic field
recorded on the ground. Strong dipolarizations, especially
in the substorm current wedge footprint, lead to enhance-
ments of the auroral electrojets. During growth phase the
intensification of the tail current increases the southward
perturbation on the ground. Hence substorms can modify
the geomagnetic variations at midlatitude observatories not
only through their contribution to the growth of the ring
current but also through their effects on the tail current and
on electrojet intensity.
[10] In order to examine the spatial and temporal develop-

ment of the ring current and discern the substorm effects, we
calculate the azimuthal profile of the magnetic disturbance
at midlatitudes using data from a large number of ground
magnetic observatories. The basic technique is discussed by
[Clauer and McPherron, 1974]; here we give a brief
summary. We compile measurements of the axial compo-
nent as a function of universal time and local time, H(t; LT),
measured at a number of ground magnetometers (for this
study we have used 15 magnetometers). The axial compo-
nent is the projection of the horizontal field on the magnetic
dipole direction. At time t the azimuthal profile of the
disturbed field is calculated by Fourier interpolation:

Ĥ LTð Þ ¼
X3

i¼0

Ai cos LTð Þ þ
X3

i¼1

Bi sin LTð Þ ð1Þ

[11] The maximum number of harmonics (3) is limited by
the local-time distribution of the magnetometer stations.
The coefficients (Ai, Bi) for a given order i represent
qualitatively the field intensity due to currents with the
symmetry of that order. Thus A0 is representative of the
symmetric ring current effect; A1 and B1 mainly of
the asymmetric ring current effect (and possibly the effect
of the current wedge, especially for large substorms); and
higher orders represent rather qualitatively the effects of
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localized currents such as the substorm current wedge and
magnetopause and tail currents.
[12] The temporal and spatial (azimuthal) variations of

the disturbance H are displayed in a two-dimensional UT-
LT diagram. The usefulness of the UT-LT map consists of
the identification of its features (the spatial location of the
field disturbance) with specific current systems. The anal-
ysis can be extended to quantitatively separate the effects of
substorm-induced currents and other effects. In order to
separate the effect of the symmetric and partial ring currents
from the substorm current wedge and from particle injec-
tions, a pattern recognition scheme should be used. We have
used singular value decomposition of the H(t;LT) map to

identify the magnetic effect of the ring current versus that of
the substorm current wedge or the effect of individual
injections.
[13] The LT-UT plot in Figure 1 shows the azimuthal (LT)

variation of the midlatitude geomagnetic disturbance. The
‘‘diagonal’’ structure having 45 degrees of gradients is the
effect of the Earth’s rotation. For reference we plot the Dst
index, calculated from the magnetometer data (white) and
reconstructed from the LT-UT plot (black), is shown on the
top. The Dst time series is superposed on the range of axial
field H observed at any given time. At 0150 UT a slow
compression is visible across all LT. The compression
intensifies and becomes more localized after 1000 UT and

Figure 1. UT-LT map showing the azimuthal (LT) variation of the midlatitude geomagnetic disturbance
on 4 June 1991. On top of the map, we have added the Dst index, calculated from the magnetometer data
(white) and reconstructed from the LT-UT plot (black). The Dst time series is superposed on the range of
axial field H observed at any given time.
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leads to a moderate impulse at 1530; the compression
spreads from the dayside to all local times. After the
impulse is over at 1615, the effect of magnetospheric
convection sets in. It is localized first in the midnight and
noon section, and gradually its magnetic signature spreads
to cover the entire dusk side. The spread from midnight to
dusk is due to the westward drift of the ions, which
eventually carries them to the dayside. The convection
signature is moderate to strong (�H � �100 nT).
[14] The disturbance for the next day, 5 June 1991, is

shown in Figure 2. The strong, dynamic azimuthal varia-
tions of the midlatitude disturbance provide qualitatively
different information from the placid, simpler view of the
storm afforded by Dst or even the ASYM index.
[15] The characteristic (for midlatitudes) bipolar signa-

ture of a substorm appears at 1700 UT. The positive part

at midnight local time is produced by the field-aligned
currents supporting the substorm current wedge, while
the negative part at approximately the dusk sector and
toward noon is due to the partial ring current. Note that
the partial ring current part persists for several hours,
while the positive field due to the substorm vanishes
after 1830 UT.
[16] A characteristic pattern of convection is seen at just

before 0500 UT forming the main phase of a storm with
essentially all magnetometers showing a smooth depression
of the magnetic field. Oscillations are seen in the main
phase of the storm. Smaller features, such as sudden
impulses (SIs) due to solar wind pressure increases appear
clearly at several instances, e.g., at 0900, 1030, and
1400 UT. The CRRES spacecraft flew ‘‘through’’ the main
longitude of the 1700 UT substorm and comparisons of in

Figure 2. UT-LT map showing the azimuthal (LT) variation of the midlatitude geomagnetic disturbance
on 5 June 1991.
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situ ion fluxes versus total ring current estimates are given
below.
[17] The next figures investigate the September 1998

storm. Figure 3 shows the midlatitude geomagnetic disturb-
ance over the first day of the storm. A clear signature of
convection enhancements is seen as the sickle-like feature on
the left, starting at 0430 UT and continuing to grow until
about 0830 UT. It is preceded by a sudden impulse at about
0400 UT. A weaker brief convection interval begins at
1500 UT. Large substorms at 0930 and 2200 UT punctuate
the storm development. Note that within the 2200 UT sub-
storm and after the growth phase has started at 2030 UT, a
solarwind dynamic pressure hit occurs close to the onset time.
The sudden change in the pressure contributes to the positive
signature and in fact may have triggered the substorm.

[18] Figure 4 reflects the main phase activity of the storm
on 25 September. As in Figure 2, the development in
longitude and time is seen much more clearly than Dst
and ASYM indices can afford to show. Note the oscilla-
tions, occurring throughout the main and recovery phases
with a period of 1–2 hours. These features correlate with AL
and periodic increases in energetic electron fluxes and have
been interpreted as substorm-related activity [Vassiliadis et
al., 1999]. Alternatively, they can be associated with the
sawtooth oscillations identified at geosynchronous orbit,
which have been interpreted as periodic stretching and
relaxation of the magnetic field as an adiabatic response
at all local times [Borovsky et al., 2001].
[19] At the end of the storm (day 26 of September 1998),

as the solar wind speed is decreasing, an IMF Bs distur-

Figure 3. UT-LT map showing the azimuthal (LT) variation of the midlatitude geomagnetic disturbance
on 24 September 1998.
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bance creates a period of enhanced convection (0900–1300
UT). The IMF turns quickly northward at 1600 UT but still
produces a moderate ring current enhancement as evi-
denced by the geomagnetic response (Figure 5). The ring
current is somewhat asymmetric, peaking at the dusk sector
(��100 nT).

3. Storm Recovery: Looking for the Lead Agent
of Fast Ring Current Destruction

[20] The 4–6 June 1991 [Kozyra et al., 2002] and 24–27
September 1998 [Liemohn et al., 2001] magnetic storms
were simulated using a kinetic ring current drift-loss model
driven by dynamical fluxes at the nightside outer boundary.
This Ring Current-Atmosphere Interaction Model (RAM)
solves the time-dependent, gyration- and bounce-averaged

kinetic equation for the phase-space distribution function
f (t, R, j, E, m0) of a chosen ring current species. The five
independent variables are, in order, time, geocentric dis-
tance in the equatorial plane, magnetic local time, kinetic
energy, and cosine of the equatorial pitch angle. The code
includes collisionless drifts, energy loss and pitch-angle
scattering due to Coulomb collisions with the thermal
plasma, charge-exchange loss with the hydrogen geocorona,
and precipitation loss to the upper atmosphere. The dynamic
fluxes at the outer boundary are calculated using ion
distributions observed by the LANL geosynchronous satel-
lites [McComas et al., 1993; Belian et al., 1992] and a time-
varying electric field model (in this case, McIlwain [1986])
scaled by the polar-cap potentials from the AMIE model
[Richmond and Kamide, 1988] as described by [Liemohn et
al., 2001]). Since the LANL spacecraft do not measure

Figure 4. UT-LT map showing the azimuthal (LT) variation of the midlatitude geomagnetic disturbance
on 25 September 1998.
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composition, the distributions below 50 keV are corrected
for composition using a statistical relationship between Kp,
F10.7, and oxygen content derived using observations at
geosynchronous orbit in the energy range below 17 keV/e
[Young et al., 1982]. Above 50 keV/e, the oxygen percent-
age is decreased exponentially with energy. The RAM
model also includes a time-varying plasmasphere model
developed by Rasmussen et al. [1993] and a geocoronal
model from Rairden et al. [1986] for calculating realistic
Coulomb and charge-exchange collisional losses.
[21] An initial condition for each storm was constructed

by starting with a statistical model of the quiet-time ring
current based on AMPTE/CCE observations [Sheldon and
Hamilton, 1993] with a McIlwain electric field model and
outer boundary distributions held constant at those observed
by the LANL satellites on the day prior to the storm onset.

The model is then run to quasi-steady state, which serves as
the initial condition for the magnetic storm simulation. The
model and simulation results are discussed in more detail in
the works by Kozyra et al. [2002] and Liemohn et al.
[2001]. Here the major results are summarized and provide
a global context within which relevant observations and
modeling results can be interpreted.
[22] Simulation results indicate that the main phase ring

current during both events was highly asymmetric (almost
entirely a partial ring current) with ions making one pass
through the inner magnetosphere on open drift paths. This
open drift path geometry has important implications for the
two-phase decay, composition changes, and multi-step
development of magnetic storms. Dial plots of energy
density in the equatorial plane clearly show the ring current
asymmetry in Figure 6 (middle row). Observed and mod-

Figure 5. UT-LT map showing the azimuthal (LT) variation of the midlatitude geomagnetic disturbance
on 26 September 1998.
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eled Dst* are displayed in panels at the top of the figure.
The time intervals of the equatorial dial plots are indicated
on these panels with respect to the Dst* development for
each storm period. During both events the ring current
transitioned from being highly asymmetric in the main
phase (time intervals 1 and 2) to being progressively less
asymmetric in the early recovery phase (time interval 3) to
being weaker but symmetric in the late recovery phase (time
interval 4). The ring current asymmetry is a direct conse-
quence of the nature of the ion drift paths as they evolve.
The bottom row of dial plots in Figure 6 displays the
percentage of ion energy on open drift paths as a function
of location in the equatorial plane. During the main phase
and throughout much of the early recovery phase the
convection electric field is strong, and the magnetospheric
configuration allows the majority of ring current ions to
move along open drift paths to the dayside magnetopause.
Not until the late recovery phase are the majority of ions
trapped on closed drift paths as the convection electric field
weakens. Drifting along these closed paths, the ions become
distributed more uniformly in local time and a symmetric
ring current develops. However, by this time, the bulk of the
ring current energy has already been dissipated. jDst*j is at
significantly less than half its maximum value by the
beginning of the late recovery phase (Figure 6).
[23] A more global view of the transition between a

transport-dominated and a trapped ring current is provided

by Figure 7. Displayed is the percent of total ion energy on
open drift paths during the two storms. This can be thought
of as roughly equivalent to the percent of simulated Dst*
contributed by ions on open drift paths. During the storm
main phase, as much as 90% of the simulated Dst* can be
due to ions on open drift paths, decreasing to less than 10%
during the late recovery phase.
[24] The features of Figure 7 are consistent with obser-

vations of the two storms. CRRES observations of the June
1991 storm and estimates of charge-exchange losses, based
on the CRRES data, have shown that charge exchange was
the major decay process of the ring current (I. A. Daglis et
al., Key features of intense space storms, submitted to
Annales Geophysicae, 2003, hereinafter referred to as
Daglis et al., submitted manuscript, 2003). Implicit in the
analysis of the CRRES data was the assumption that the
ring current was symmetric in local time and degrading
dominantly due to charge-exchange. The thick line in
Figure 7 (top panel) identifies the time-interval of the
CRRES observations used in the analysis of Daglis et al.
(submitted manuscript, 2003). It is seen that for most of the
time interval of the CRRES observations more than 90% of
the simulated ring current was on closed drift paths validat-
ing these assumptions. However, toward the end of the
interval this percentage dropped as the recovery phase was
interrupted by a small injection. The discrepancies between
the distributions calculated assuming only charge exchange

Figure 6. Results from the June 1991 (left) and September 1998 (right) magnetic storm simulations
(adapted from [Kozyra et al., 2002] and [Liemohn et al., 2001]). The upper panels show the observed
Dst* (pressure-corrected Dst) for each storm along with the model Dst* derived by summing the total
ring current energy within the model volume according to the Dessler-Parker-Sckopke relation (see text).
The ring current energy density (center) and the percent of the ring current energy on open drift paths
(bottom) are plotted in the equatorial plane with noon to the left, midnight to the right, dawn at the top,
and dusk at the bottom of each dial plot.
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loss and the observed distributions may be due to the
additional flow-out losses associated with the enhancement
in the convection electric field during the injection.
[25] The September 1998 storm recovery was globally

imaged through energetic neutral atoms by the CEPPAD/
IPS instrument on board the Polar spacecraft. Polar ENA
imaging of the September 1998 storm revealed an asym-
metric ring current in the main phase and in the early
recovery phase, which gradually became symmetric in the
late recovery phase (Daglis et al., submitted manuscript,
2003). The ENA images indicated a progressively more
symmetric ring current as open drift paths are converted to
closed paths in the simulation. The time interval of the
imaging sequence of Polar is indicated by the thick line in
the lower panel of Figure 7. At the times of the three ENA
images, the percent ion energy on open drift paths in the

simulation decreased from 46% to 22% and finally to 12%.
This is consistent with observed changes in the ratio of
dusk-to-dawn ENA emissions which decreased from 4.6 to
1.8 and then to very small values (nearly symmetric) at
these same times (Daglis et al., submitted manuscript,
2003).
[26] The large scale topological changes described above

are important in the growth and decay of the symmetric/
partial ring current system. During the main and early
recovery phases, when the ring current is topologically
connected to the inner plasma sheet, changes in the plasma
sheet ion distributions drive the partial ring current char-
acteristics. Observed populations at the outer boundary
move into and through the inner magnetosphere following
drift paths dictated by the assumed large-scale electric field
pattern (in this case a modified McIlwain [1986] field
[Liemohn et al., 2001]). These plasma sheet ions are
energized as they move into low L-values and then de-
energized as the move outward toward the dayside mag-
netopause. During the main phase development of the ring
current, ions lost at the dayside boundary are more than
compensated by new particles moving in from the mag-
netotail; therefore Dst grows. However, as magnetic activ-
ity subsides, the electric field weakens and the plasma
sheet density declines. These two events both produce a
decay in the ring current/partial ring current but in different
ways.
[27] Consider a weakening electric field with a constant

plasma sheet density. When the electric field is strong, the
topological separatrix between open and closed drift paths is
formed deep within the inner magnetosphere. The weaken-
ing convection electric field drives a conversion of open to
closed drift paths as the separatrix dividing these regions
moves outward. If the electric field changes instantaneously
to a lower value, the separatrix moves outward instanta-
neously. All ions are trapped and no significant change
occurs in the ring current energy. However, if the electric
field gradually weakens, then a part of the energetic ions are
able to drift to the dayside magnetopause before they
become trapped on closed drift paths. New plasma moving
in on the nightside to replace these ions moves along
different drift paths in the weaker electric field, penetrating
less deeply with weaker adiabatic energization, and a net
energy loss occurs. The amount and time scale of the energy
loss and the strength of the trapped ring current during
storm recovery, depend on the time scale of the electric field
decrease.
[28] Now consider a decrease in the plasma sheet density

with a fixed convection strength. The higher-density
plasma, moving out of the dayside magnetopause on open
drift paths, is gradually replaced by lower-density plasma
moving through the nightside boundary. To completely
replace the higher density with lower density plasma and
come to a new quasi-steady-state Dst* value, takes a time
scale on the order of the average drift time from the
nightside plasma sheet to the dayside magnetopause. The
actual flow-out loss time scale is a combination of time
scales associated with the electric field decline and those
associated with plasma sheet density changes.
[29] The conversion from the fast ‘‘flow out’’ losses

associated with open drift paths to the slower ‘‘charge-
exchange’’ losses associated with closed drift paths seems to

Figure 7. Percent of the total ring current energy on open
drift paths for the June 1991 (upper panel) and September
1998 (lower panel) magnetic storms. In the upper panel the
time interval is shown (thick line) over which charge
exchange lifetimes have been estimated from CRRES
observations (Daglis et al., submitted manuscript, 2003).
In the lower panel a thick line is used to indicate the time of
POLAR ENA observations (see text).
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be responsible for the two-phase decay seen in the Sep-
tember 1998 storm. This is clearly seen in Figure 8 which
displays for both storms: (1) ring current losses (top panel),
(2) the ratio of outflow to charge-exchange losses (middle
panel), and (3) the simulated and observed Dst* (bottom
panel). The conversion from flow-out to charge-exchange
losses is obvious in the case of the September 1998 storm
(right-hand side of Figure 8). During the main phase, flow-
out exceeds charge-exchange loss by a factor of 5–10
(middle panel). The flow-out loss increases dramatically
during the storm main phase and until storm maximum, to
decrease, in an equally dramatic manner, just after storm
maximum. Consequently, the early recovery phase sees a
gradual increase in the importance of charge exchange until
late in the early recovery phase, when charge exchange and
flow-out loss are comparable (ratio of 1.0). By the end of
the interval, the ring current is flowing largely on closed
drift paths and charge exchange loss begins to dominate.
This is also the time (indicated by thick line) that an ENA
imaging sequence was obtained (Daglis et al., submitted
manuscript, 2003), clearly showing the conversion from an
asymmetric ring current on open drift paths to a symmetric
ring current on closed drift paths. As the late recovery phase
proceeds, charge exchange losses reach values twice as
large as flow-out losses. The late recovery phase is inter-

rupted by small injections during which flow-out losses
again become important.
[30] The June 1991 storm was more complex than the

September 1998 storm; this is reflected in the Dst* profile
(left-hand side of Figure 8). A critical difference of the June
1991 storm is the high abundance of energetic O+ in the ring
current. As shown by Daglis [1997a], O+ ions dominated
the ring current during the main phase of all intense storms
in 1991, including the June 1991 storm. A particular
characteristic of the June storm was the exceptionally
long-lived high level of O+. Daglis [1997a] noted that the
prerequisite of such a long-lived high abundance of O+ in
the ring current is a fast and prolonged feeding of the inner
plasma sheet by the ionospheric ion source, as previously
discussed by Daglis and Axford [1996].
[31] An immediate and decisive effect of the O+ domi-

nance during intense space storms is the fast decay of the
ring current due to the much shorter charge-exchange loss
time-scales of energetic O+ as compared with H+ [Daglis,
1997a, 1997b]. This effect of compositional variations,
which is critical for storm dynamics, had been discussed
by Tinsley and Akasofu [1982] a few years before the first
appropriate, comprehensive measurements by AMPTE/
CCE, which covered the full energy range of the storm-
time ring current [Hamilton et al., 1988].

Figure 8. Summary of the major ring current losses (top panels) and their relative magnitudes (center
panels) from the June 1991 (left side) and September 1998 (right side) magnetic storm simulations. A
comparison of the simulated and observed Dst* is provided for reference in the bottom panels. The thick
black lines in the bottom panels indicate the times of CRRES charge-exchange lifetime estimates (left-
hand side) and POLAR ENA observations (right-hand side).
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[32] The simulation (Figure 8) confirms this effect for the
June 1991 intense storm. In the left-hand side of Figure 8
we see again the dominance of flow-out losses during the
storm main phase, actually at both Dst minima of June 5.
However, the decrease of the flow-out losses starts rela-
tively early and the early recovery losses are already
dominated by charge exchange, which is quite different
from the September 1998 picture. Just after the first storm
maximum (Dst minimum) near 0800 UT, charge exchange
becomes the dominant loss process until the start of the
second storm maximum around 1300 UT. During the
second Dst dive, flow-out losses dominate to subside again
at the second Dst minimum at 2000 UT, when charge
exchange dominates for more than 4 hours, until well after
0100 UT on 6 June. This time interval marks the initial fast
recovery of Dst. Flow-out losses dominate again for several
hours until after 1000 UT, when the late recovery phase
starts, with the majority of ions trapped on closed drift paths
and charge exchange dominant again.
[33] The complex interplay between flow-out and charge

exchange losses during the June 1991 storm is presumably
the combined effect of IMF fluctuations and ring current
composition. The IMF fluctuations influence the convection
electric field and consequently the convection pattern of the
incoming ions and their loss through the dayside magneto-
pause, while the O+ dominated ring current favors rapid
decay through charge exchange. This is evident in the early,
fast recovery phases of the storm and even more in the late
recovery, when charge-exchange losses were larger than
flow-out losses by as much as a factor of 5 to 10, while this
factor was just 2 in the September 1998 storm recovery
phase. In fact the CRRES-based estimates of ring current
decay time scales (Daglis et al., submitted manuscript,
2003) referred to a time interval in which charge exchange
exceeded flow-out loss by as much as a factor of 5
(indicated by the thick black line in Figure 8). The analysis
of the CRRES ion distributions confirmed that charge-
exchange was a major loss mechanism during this time
interval.
[34] The September 1998 storm occurred during the rise

from solar minimum conditions and thus oxygen was not
the dominant ion species. The June 1991 storm, on the other
side, occurred during solar maximum conditions and had a
dominant O+ ring current population. Hence there is a clear
difference in the recovery mode between solar minimum
and solar maximum storms. Charge exchange appears a
more important decay agent in solar maximum storms,
which have a dominant O+ component.

4. Critical Information From the Global
Energy Balance

[35] The Ring Current-Atmosphere Interaction Model
(RAM) provides a measure of the energy input to the ring
current region completely independent of upstream solar
wind parameters. The RAM energy input function describes
the total energy flowing into the inner magnetosphere
through the nightside outer boundary plus the net adiabatic
energization of the drifting ions within the model volume.
The inflowing energy flux is calculated using nightside
outer boundary ion distributions measured by the LANL
geosynchronous satellites and the modified McIlwain con-

vection electric field (which is a function of Kp and is scaled
by the polar cap potentials from the AMIE model). RAM
also provides global energy-loss time scales which integrate
the effects of flow-out, charge-exchange, and Coulomb
collisional losses, again completely independent of
upstream solar wind quantities. The question is how do
the energy input and loss functions calculated in RAM
compare to statistical functions obtained by correlating Dst
and upstream solar wind parameters over hundreds of
storms and all phases of the solar cycle [c.f. O’Brien and
McPherron, 2000]. Simple energy balance models based on
these statistical energy input functions and global loss time
scales have had great success in predicting the Dst index
during magnetic storms [c.f. Burton et al., 1975; O’Brien
and McPherron, 2000].
[36] Figure 9 is a comparison of energy input, energy loss

time scales and Dst* between the RAM simulation and two
energy balance models, Burton et al. [1975] and O’Brien
and McPherron [2000] (hereafter BMR and OM, respec-
tively), for both the June 1991 (left side) and September
1998 (right side) magnetic storms. The RAM energy input
function is plotted in Figure 9d. The quantities used to
calculate this energy input function are the plasma sheet
density and temperature on the nightside at geosynchronous
orbit as measured by the LANL MPA instrument (density
plotted in Figure 9b) and the convection electric field
(proportional to solar wind Ey, plotted in Figure 9c). In
contrast the energy input functions of BMR and OM (plotted
for comparison in Figure 9d) depend only on solar wind Ey.
The magnitude and location of the maxima in the energy
input functions from all three models are in good general
agreement. As expected, the statistical energy input func-
tions vary in the same manner as the solar wind Ey. The
RAM energy input function varies as Ey but is also modu-
lated by the plasma sheet density. This is especially impor-
tant for the September 1998 magnetic storm. The double-
peaked nature of the solar wind Ey produced a strong double-
peaked signature in the statistical energy input functions of
BMR and OM. However, the RAM energy input has only a
single maximum associated with the first solar wind Ey peak.
The sharp drop in the plasma sheet density produces a much
weaker energy input in association with the second solar
wind Ey peak. The effects of this can be clearly seen in the
resulting Dst* index (Figure 9a). The Dst* predicted by
BMR and OM show evidence of the double-peak in energy
input. The minimum Dst* is reached in association with the
second maximum in the energy input function. The predicted
Dst* profile is much wider than the observed profile and the
predicted minimum Dst* occurs later in time than the
observed minimum. The RAM model closely reproduces
both the minimum Dst* value and the Dst* profile. This is of
considerable interest since the second peak in solar wind Ey

(which did not produce a corresponding peak in energy
input) was produced by the southward IMF Bz portion of a
magnetic cloud. The first and more geoeffective peak in
solar wind Ey occurred in association with the sheath
preceding the cloud. In this case the magnetic cloud was
less geoeffective even though it contained significant south-
ward fields [c.f. Gonzalez and Tsurutani, 1987].
[37] The June 1991 plot shows a similar effect of the

plasma sheet density on the energy input. The BMR and
OM statistical energy input functions reflect the structure of
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the solar wind Ey. However, the RAM energy input peaks at
0600 UT and 1700 UT on 5 June are narrower than those
predicted based on solar wind Ey due to the structure in the
plasma sheet density. Except for the very narrow spikes,
these two RAM energy input peaks are comparable in
magnitude and width even though the electric field is
significantly higher for the second peak. This is because

the plasma sheet density is lower for the second peak at
1700 UT. In fact, the double-peaked structure in the energy
input at 1700 UT (seen in the statistical energy input
functions) is lost in the RAM energy input function because
the second peak in the electric field occurs after a sharp
drop-off in the plasma sheet density. These differences in
the energy input again produce important differences in the

Figure 9. Comparison (a) between observed Dst* and that calculated by the RAM model and predicted
by the models of [Burton et al., 1975] and [O’Brien and McPherron, 2000] for the June 1991 (left side)
and the September 1998 (right side) storms. Also shown are the energy-input functions (d) and the global
loss time-scales (e). The statistical energy input functions are proportional only to the solar wind Ey (c)
and thus are multi-peaked. The RAM model energy input function is proportional to the product of the
nightside plasma sheet density observed by the LANL geosynchronous spacecraft (b) and the convection
velocities.
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Dst* predicted by these models (Figure 9a). Again, the
RAM Dst* is in excellent agreement with the observed Dst*
both in the magnitude and the location of the two minima,
which are of comparable size. BMR predicts a much deeper
and wider second minimum in Dst* than observed. OM also
predict very different magnitude and width of the two
minima but underpredict the Dst* values compared to
observations.
[38] Global loss time-scales from all three models are

plotted in Figure 9e. The RAM time scale for loss (thick
line) is due to the combined effects of flow-out loss,
Coulomb collisions, and charge-exchange collisions. BMR
assume a constant 7.7 hour time scale for loss (dashed line).
The OM time-scale is a function of the solar wind Ey (dots).
September 1998 is a simple storm with a single Dst*
minimum followed by a clear two-phase recovery so it is
examined first for the overall variation in global loss time
scales in the RAM model. The September 1998 storm did
not start from a quiet-time baseline; Dst* values were
already at �50 nT early on September 24 and returned to
this value again on September 27 following the magnetic
storm. Loss lifetimes early on September 24 reached 20
hours, consistent with charge-exchange of a trapped ion
population. The ring current began to build at 0000 UT on
25 September and reached its minimum Dst* at �0400 UT.
Loss lifetimes immediately decreased during this period
reaching as low as t = 3 hours. Recovery began around
0400 UT. At this time loss lifetimes increased slowly
reaching values of t � 20 hours by 0000 UT on 26
September. The transition between early and late recovery
phase occurred near 1800 UT on 25 September.
[39] The June 1991 magnetic storm had a much more

complicated main phase but the general behavior of the
lifetime for loss in the RAM model is similar. Early on 4
June, RAM loss lifetimes were t � 20 hours with Dst*
values near �50 nT. Late in the recovery phase on 7 June,
loss lifetimes again reach values of 20 hours. During the
multiple intensifications in the main phase, t reached values
near 3 hours. After each intensification an interval of
recovery occurs, where lifetimes again increase to values
between 10 hours and 20 hours. The BMR constant t = 7.7
hours clearly does not reflect the variations in the loss time
scales but is not a bad average value during the main phase
and the early recovery phase. The late recovery phase ring
current probably decays too rapidly in the BMR energy
balance model as a result. The OM prediction of time scales
for loss as a function of solar wind Ey agrees remarkably
well with the RAM model results during the main phase
(dominated by flow-out loss) and during the late recovery
phase (dominated by charge-exchange loss) but not during
the early recovery phase (where flow-out loss is important).
[40] Figure 10 is a scatter plot of the global time scales for

loss from RAM against the simultaneous upstream solar
wind Ey value (no time lags are considered). The OM
statistical formula relating t and solar wind Ey is plotted
for comparison. The OM formula is only valid for positive
Ey values and is held constant at t = 19 hours for negative
Ey values. The agreement between the two plots based on
very different techniques is remarkable. Loss time scales are
fast for large positive values of Ey during the storm main
phase. They reach values near 1 hour for the June 1991
event and near 2 hours for the September 1998 event during

the main phase. These fast loss time scales are due to flow-
out of material on open drift paths to the dayside magneto-
pause. The transition from short to long loss time scales
appears to be a function of the solar wind Ey and occurs as
Ey is transitioning from high values (associated with the
main phase) to zero. Loss time scales (now associated
mainly with charge-exchange decay) continue to increase
as recovery proceeds due to the progressive removal of
populations with shorter charge-exchange lifetimes (i.e., O+

ions) but this is not correlated with positive solar wind Ey

values. The conversion of drift paths from open to closed
and the subsequent changeover from fast flow-out loss time
scales to slower charge exchange time scales appears to be
responsible for the two-phase decay. This is clearly the case
for the September 1998 storm. For the June 1991 storm,
charge exchange losses are important both during the main
phase and during the early recovery phase because of the
dominant O+ population. This characteristic difference
introduces a mechanism for variations in the loss time scale
with solar cycle, because of the solar-cycle dependence of
the O+ abundance in the magnetosphere [e.g., Lennartsson,
1989]. One should also note that the choice of convection
pattern effects the relative importance of charge-exchange
and flow-out loss during the main and early recovery
phases. Convection patterns that bring inner plasma sheet
source populations in closer to Earth or keep the plasma
there over longer time intervals increase the charge-
exchange loss.
[41] Also plotted in Figure 10 is the statistical relation-

ship between Ey and decay time-scales derived by O’Brien
and McPherron [2000], showing a statistical correlation
between ring current loss rates and solar wind vBs. Loss
of ions on open drift paths to the dayside magnetopause in
the presence of a diminishing plasma sheet source pop-
ulation can account for the relationship between vBs

(related to magnetospheric convection) and loss time
scales. The ring current loss time scales plotted against
Ey in Figure 10 follow the trends predicted by O’Brien

Figure 10. Scatter plot of the global decay time scales
from the simulated June 1991 and September 1998
magnetic storms versus the upstream solar wind Ey value.
Plotted for comparison is the statistical relationship between
Ey and decay time scales derived by [O’Brien and
McPherron, 2000].
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and McPherron offering evidence in support of this
suggestion.
[42] It is clear that the RAM model reproduces the Dst*

values (both the absolute magnitude and profile) for the
selected storm events. Energy budgets are constructed for
these magnetic storms using the RAM energy input func-
tion to represent energy dissipation in the ring current.
Global Joule heating and particle precipitation are esti-
mated from the AMIE model based on magnetometer and
satellite observations from these two magnetic storm inter-
vals. The values from the AMIE model are doubled to
represent both hemispheres. Figure 11 is a plot of the
energy dissipated versus time into the ring current, Joule

heating and particle precipitation (Figure 11a for each
storm). During both storms, Joule dissipation clearly dom-
inates all other energy sinks. Ring current energy input is
the second largest. Figure 11b compares the sum of the
three energy losses in Figure 11a to the total storm energy
input estimated using the epsilon parameter [Akasofu,
1981]. The epsilon parameter assumes that the reconnec-
tion region on the dayside magnetopause has a constant
7 RE scale length. The combined storm energy dissipation
in Joule heating, particle precipitation, and ring current
energy is always much smaller than the estimated magnetic
storm energy input. The energy dissipated in plasmoids
moving down the magnetotail into the solar wind has not

Figure 11. Global energy budgets for the June 1991 and September 1998 storms. From top to bottom:
(a) the energy input from the RAM model, and the energy dissipated in Joule heating and particle
precipitation estimated by the AMIE model. (b) The sum of the three energy losses in Figure 11a to the
total storm energy input estimated using the epsilon parameter. (c) The solar wind dynamic pressure. (d)
The IMF Bz component. The largest Joule heating spikes for each storm occur in association with a
storm-time substorm triggered during a period of high solar wind dynamic pressure when the already
southward IMF began to turn northward (i.e., became less southward) for a brief period.
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been included in this estimate and may account for some of
this difference.
[43] Figures 11c and 11d for each event give the solar

wind dynamic pressure and IMF Bz, respectively. Large
peaks in the Joule dissipation (identified as major substorms
in the midlatitude magnetometer records) occur for both
events during intervals of high solar wind dynamic pressure
when a northward turning of the IMF occurs within a
southward IMF interval. These major Joule heating peaks
are marked by dotted vertical lines for each event. Both
northward turnings of the IMF and high solar wind dynamic
pressure intervals are known to be triggers of substorm
expansion. In either case, substorm triggering is more likely
when the IMF had been southward (or horizontal) with large
magnitude for at least 30 min prior to the substorm event
[Burch, 1972; Kokubun et al., 1977] as was the case for
these storm events. Apparently, when both a northward
turning of the IMF and a dynamic pressure enhancement
occur simultaneously during a long interval of southward
IMF, a major substorm is triggered, reconfiguring the
magnetotail on a global scale. A large portion of the stored
energy in the tail is released as Joule heating and particle
precipitation creating intense spikes in the energy dissipa-
tion profiles for these storms. Magnetometers at midlati-
tudes clearly saw the signature of these two major
substorms, as described in section 2. Smaller peaks in Joule
dissipation are associated with high solar wind dynamic
pressure during intervals of southward IMF. At 0000 UT on
5 June, a peak in solar wind dynamic pressure occurred
during northward IMF Bz conditions and only a minor
increase in Joule heating resulted.
[44] The major energy sinks, presented in Figure 11, are

integrated over a 3-day period for each storm and compared
to estimated energy input using the epsilon parameter, the
pressure-corrected epsilon parameter and the [Burton et al.,
1975] energy input function, F(E). These quantities are
presented in Table 1. The energy contained in the stretched
magnetotail is estimated by [Nakamura et al., 1997] at 5 �
1015 J. The two storms dissipated roughly the same amount
of energy distributed among the various energy sinks. Joule
heating represented the major energy sink in both storms.
However, the ring current accounted for more of the storm
energy in the June 1991 event �30% as opposed to 18%
during September 1998. Interestingly enough, in the Sep-
tember 1998 event, almost equal amounts of energy were
channeled into the ring current and particle precipitation.
The summed energy sinks in the June 1991 event accounts
for only �29% of the total storm energy input estimated
from epsilon, but it accounts for 66% of epsilon in the
September 1998 event. When compared to the pressure-
corrected epsilon, the dissipated energy estimated from
RAM and AMIE accounts for 20–30% in both events. As
in past studies, the RAM energy input is in excellent
agreement with both F(E) and Q(E); even though the
RAM energy input is calculated completely independent
of upstream solar wind parameters. F(E) and Q(E) are
statistical fits based on solar wind parameters.

5. Toward Space Storm Forecasting

[45] The need for space storm forecasting has become
apparent during the last decade, arising from the recognition

of the severity of technological impacts of space weather. In
recent years we have been confirming that spacecraft
systems and subsystems show a susceptibility to effects of
the space environment including communication, naviga-
tion, and reconnaissance satellite operational anomalies.
There is an increasing trend for modern systems, probably
due to ‘‘softer’’ designs of electronic components, reduction
in subsystem sizes, and increases in performance demands.
Moving to lower altitudes, high-frequency (HF and VHF)
wireless communication links through the ionosphere,
which are used for some national defense communications
and for civil emergency communications, are significantly
affected by changes in ionospheric properties produced by
space weather. Geomagnetically induced currents (GIC) in
technological systems, such as electric power transmission
systems, oil and gas pipelines, long-distance telephone
cables (including fiber optics) and railway equipment, are
a manifestation of space weather at the Earth’s surface. The
most critical effect is the saturation of transformers through
GICs, which may lead to problems in the operation of the
system, and even to a collapse of the whole system and to
permanent damages of transformers.
[46] Increasing space activities of modern society, as well

as future planetary exploration, demand a thorough knowl-
edge of the dynamics of the space environment. Space
weather dynamics and impacts on society are challenges
for the scientific community, but also the spacecraft indus-
try, airline companies, defense forces, oil and mineral
industries, electric power industry, insurers, telecommuni-
cations companies, users and providers of positioning
systems. ‘‘Space climatology’’ is in a position similar to
meteorology in the beginning of the 20th century. Because
of the special physical interest and complexity of space
storms as well as their impact on expensive and societally
significant technological systems, there is a strong motiva-
tion for thorough understanding of space weather dynamics
and for improvement of the functionality of forecasting
tools.

Table 1. Space Storm Energy Budget

4–7 June 1991 24–27 September 1998

Integrated Solar Wind Energy Input
e
a 4.74 � 1017 J 2.55 � 1017 J
e
0b 6 � 1017 J 2.5 � 1017 J.
F(E)c 4.3 � 1016 J 3.3 � 1016 J
Q(E)d 2.79 � 1016 J 2.47 � 1016 J

Integrated Magnetospheric Energy Dissipation
Ring Current
Input – RAM

3.9 � 1016 J (29.2%) 2.7 � 1016 J (16.1%)

Precipitation – AMIE 2.2 � 1016 J (16.5%) 3.0 � 1016 J (17.9%)
Joule Heating – AMIE 6.8 � 1016 J (50.6%) 1.1 � 1017 J (63.1%)
Magnetotail stretchinge 5.00 � 1015 J (3.7%) 5.00 � 1015 J (3.0%)
Total 1.3 � 1017 J 1.7 � 1017 J

Integrated Energy Comparisons
(Total Dissipation)/e 28.7% 65.9%
(Total Dissipation)/e0 21.6% 68%
(Ring Current Input)/F(E) 90.7% 81.8%
(Ring Current Input)/Q(E) 149.5% 122.7%

aAs defined by Akasofu [1981].
bAs defined by Monreal-MacMahon and Gonzalez [1997].
cAs defined by Burton et al. [1975].
dAs defined by O’Brien and McPherron [2000].
eFrom Nakamura et al. [1997].
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[47] The coupled solar wind-magnetosphere system is a
large-scale natural system, which can be characterized as
an input-output system [c.f. Price and Prichard, 1993;
Vassiliadis and Daglis, 1994]. In spite of being driven by
the turbulent solar wind, the magnetosphere exhibits global
coherence, as shown by many studies using nonlinear
dynamical techniques [Sharma, 1995]. There is accumulat-
ing evidence of the low dimensionality of the magneto-
sphere, although the specific value of the dimension may
not be obtained readily using the techniques of phase space
reconstruction, which have been developed for autonomous
systems in general [e.g., Abarbanel et al., 1993]. The
application of these techniques to the auroral electrojet
indices have shown evidence that the magnetosphere
exhibits low-dimensional behavior [Vassiliadis et al.,
1990; Sharma, 1995] and thus can be described by a small
number of variables obtained from time series data. The
extension of these techniques to input-output systems is
more appropriate for modeling the solar wind-magneto-
sphere system [Casdagli, 1992; Vassiliadis and Daglis,
1994]. Using this technique, nonlinear filters relating the
input (solar wind variables) to the output (AL index) can be
computed and these show that a relatively small number of
magnetospheric state variables dominate the dynamics
[Vassiliadis et al., 1995]. Such nonlinear dynamical models
of the magnetosphere derived from observational time
series data through the use of phase space reconstruction
techniques have given new advances in the understanding
of magnetospheric dynamics. In particular the recognition
that the dynamics is dominated by global features that may
be described by a small number of variables forms the
basis for the predictability of the magnetospheric dynam-
ics. The modeling of geomagnetic activity using time series
data has resulted into models of the solar wind-magneto-
sphere coupling and forecasting tools for space weather.
The predictability of space storms is an important aspect of
the nonlinear dynamical modeling of the magnetosphere.
Forecasts of storms (Dst) and substorms (AL) using the
solar wind data from ACE spacecraft are now routinely
available.
[48] The OMNI database has been used to reconstruct the

solar wind-magnetosphere system during storms and to
predict storms using current solar wind input. The solar
wind induced electric field given by the product vBs of the
solar wind speed v, and the southward component of the
magnetic field Bs is taken as the input and the Dst index as
the magnetospheric output during storms. The predictions
using such nonlinear dynamical models constructed from
this correlated data set yield Dst values with an average
error of 8 nT [Valdivia et al., 1996].
[49] The magnetic storm of 25 September 1998 has been

studied using the high-resolution data of the solar wind and
the magnetic field perturbations at the ground-based mag-
netometer stations. To develop the dynamical models in the
reconstructed phase space the 5-min averaged data of
January–June 1979, consisting of solar wind variables from
IMP-8 and the ground magnetometers, is used for the phase
space reconstruction during storms. Using this reconstructed
space and the solar wind data, the Dst index for the magnetic
storm of 25 September 1998 is predicted using linear and
nonlinear models (Figure 12). The solar wind induced
electric field vBs is shown in the top panel of Figure 12

and the lower panel shows the actual (black curve) and
predictedDst (blue and red curves). A linear model similar to
the Burton et al. [1975] model yields the blue curve in
Figure 13 and the nonlinear model yields the red curve. The
nonlinear model does a better job of predicting the magni-
tude of the storm but both linear and nonlinear models miss
the storm peak. This is consistent with the RAM model
results, which show that a drop in plasma sheet densities
triggered a ring current decay during the second part of this
storm. Neither the linear nor the nonlinear models take this
type of density variations into account.
[50] The phase space reconstruction technique can be

extended to model the magnetic field perturbations at the
midlatitude stations, instead of the Dst index [Valdivia et al.,
1999]. The data base of January–June 1979 is used to
construct the nonlinear models and the predictions of the H
component of the magnetic field at the midlatitude stations
are compared with the actual values in Figure 13. The
predictions for the different stations from the linear model
are the blue curves and those from the nonlinear models are
the red curves. It is apparent that the predictions in both the
linear and nonlinear cases for the different stations do not
differ much from each other. This could be due to the
limited data set of storms (four with Dst less than �100 Dst)
in the data base of January–June 1979 used for developing
the models.
[51] The geomagnetic indices are convenient variables for

studying the complex dynamics of the magnetosphere and
are widely used. However, they suffer from limitations due
to the loss of information associated with their definitions
[c.f. Akasofu et al., 1983; Kamide and Akasofu, 1983].
Considering the inherent nonlinearity of the magnetosphere,
it is important to use measures that are appropriate for
nonlinear systems. The mutual information between two
variables is a measure of the correlation between them and
is computed from the joint probability as well as the
separate probabilities. In the case of reconstructed phase
space the average mutual information (AMI) functional I(t)
is defined in terms of the probability distribution functions
for the time delay t. The AMI of a nonlinear dynamical
system yields the coherence or memory time before dynam-
ical information is lost and are computed from the time
series data [Fraser and Swinney, 1986]. Considering the
differences in magnetospheric dynamics during quiet and
active periods, the AMI for these periods have been
computed from the AL index and the magnetic field mea-
surements at 11 magnetometer stations for the period
January–June 1979 [Edwards et al., 2000]. For active
periods the coherence time for AL was found to be less
than 10 min and for the individual stations it ranged from 10
min to 30 min, thus showing considerable loss of informa-
tion when AL is used instead of the magnetometer data. The
construction of the AL index as an envelope of the H
component of the magnetic field can be viewed as a
randomization process. This is a loss of information and
is evident in the lower coherence time for the AL index
compared with those of the separate stations. However, for
quiet periods the AMI for AL lies within the range of values
for the magnetometer stations. This indicates that during
quiet periods the disturbances at the magnetometer stations
are largely uncorrelated and thus the AL index does not
introduce a further randomization.
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[52] The average mutual information for the storm period
24–27 September 1998 are shown in Figure 14. The
corresponding time scales are usually defined when
the function I(t) plotted in Figure 14 has a value of 0.5.
The continuous curves corresponding to the different mag-
netometer stations yield a wide range of time scales starting
from about 10 min. The coherence time for Dst obtained
from the dashed curve in Figure 14 is about 25 min.
[53] Since Dst is essentially an average of the H compo-

nent of the magnetic field measured at the midlatitude
stations, its coherence time is expected to be between those
of the individual stations. This is indeed the case, as shown
by the average mutual information curves in Figure 14.
However, it should be noted that the AMI curve for Dst

(dashed curve in Figure 14) does not lie in the middle of the
AMI curves for the individual stations. This shows that the
dynamical features obtained from Dst are not a simple
average of those obtained from the individual magnetometer
stations, reflecting the nonlinearity of magnetospheric
behavior.

6. Summary Discussion

[54] In this paper we have attempted to assess several open
issues and disputed paradigms of space storm dynamics. A
significant advancement in our knowledge has been the
empirical recognition that the prolonged southward orienta-
tion of the interplanetary magnetic field is the main driver of

Figure 12. The magnetic storm of 25 September 1998. The top panel shows the solar wind induced
electric field and the botttom panel shows the actual Dst (black curve) and the Dst predicted using linear
(blue curve) and nonlinear model (red curve). The nonlinear model predicts the peak of the storm better
but both the linear and nonlinear models miss the storm peak by about the same offset in time.
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space storms [Gonzalez and Tsurutani, 1987; Tsurutani,
2001]. However, simulations have shown that this driver is
conditioned by internal magnetospheric conditions. We have
shown that the plasma sheet density is of critical importance
to the eventual result of the interplanetary drivers, as
measured by storm intensity. Variations in the plasma sheet

density significantly modified the geoeffectiveness of south-
ward IMF regions in the solar wind (see Figure 9). During
the June 1991 storm the energy inputs associated with the
two major regions of southward IMF were of comparable
magnitude and duration due to the modulating effects of the
highly structured plasma sheet density.

Figure 13. The magnetic field perturbations (H component) at six midlatitude stations during the storm
of 25 September 1998. The actual measurements (black curves) are compared with the predictions using
linear (blue curves) and nonlinear (red curves) models. The predicted magnetic field values, both from
linear and nonlinear models, do not change much from one station to the other, although the linear model
under estimates the storm strength compared to the nonlinear model.
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[55] Among the hottest issues in storm research is the
relationship between storms and substorms [e.g., Kamide et
al., 1998b; Daglis and Kamide, 2003]. During the main
phase of a magnetic storm, a number of intense substorms
occur successively. During substorms a significant amount
of energy is deposited in the polar ionosphere and the inner
magnetosphere [e.g., Elphinstone, 1996; Baker et al., 1996].
Storms and substorms are, in a sense, mainly low-latitude
and mainly high-latitude phenomena, respectively. The
coupling of these two phenomena has become a matter of
debate during the last few years.

[56] While substorms had been proposed as integral
(‘‘sub’’) parts of storms by S. Chapman and S.-I. Akasofu
[c.f. Chapman, 1962; Akasofu, 1968], several studies now
suggest that substorms do not have massive effects in the
‘‘battle.’’ Remarkably, the disagreements on the storm-sub-
storm relationship have been based on studies addressing
the relationship between the AE (or AL) ‘‘substorm index’’
and the Dst ‘‘storm index’’ [Iyemori and Rao, 1996;
McPherron, 1997], rather than the relationship between
storms and substorms. However, we ought to eventually
distinguish between storms and Dst, simply because Dst is

Figure 14. The average mutual information function I(t) computed from the H component of the
magnetic field at midlatitude stations. The dashed curve correspond to Dst and the thick lines to the
different stations. The value of t corresponding to I(t) = 0 is defined as the coherence time and has values
in the range 10–30 min.
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not the super-accurate index we used to think of. Never-
theless, and despite some isolated extreme polemic against
Dst [Campbell, 1996], there is a general consensus of the
community that the pressure-corrected Dst* index is mainly
a signature of the ring current. The key point of Campbell
[1996] was that the storm-time Dst profile can be fitted with
a log-normal distribution. Since it has been shown that log-
normal distributions can be produced by a large number of
superposed systems decaying with different decay time
constants, [Campbell, 1996] argued that a large number of
ionospheric current systems produce the Dst index and that
consequently there is no such thing as a ring current.
However, the ring current is composed of ions with a rather
wide range of L-shells, energies, pitch-angles, and masses.
The global ring current decay rate, expressed by the Dst
variation, is simply the superposition of all these numerous
decay rates, and thus naturally explains the log-normal
distribution.
[57] Another argument against substorm significance has

been the fact that during nonstorm substorms, the ring
current intensification is much less than during storm-time
substorms, appears only at lower ring current energies, and
occurs further out at L-values between 5 and 7 [Korth et al.,
2003]. A rough correlation of AE to Dst shows that a series
of AE � 800–1000 nT events leads to a change of Dst of
�30 nT. However, [Daglis, 2001] pointed out that the
antisubstorm polemic is based on the (usually untold) a
priori assumption that storm-time substorms do not differ
from nonstorm substorms, hence the ‘‘inability’’ of non-
storm substorms to produce storms condemns all substorms
to ‘‘storm-impotence’’, although there are no sound research
results that could justify this assumption [Daglis and
Kamide, 2003].
[58] In an effort to approach the substorm-storm problem

from a different perspective, we applied a spatio-temporal
analysis technique of midlatitude magnetometer measure-
ments. The resulting UT-LT diagrams (section 2) show that
substorm expansions cause significant and well-defined
disturbances in the midlatitude magnetometers. These usu-
ally do not appear in Dst because the positive disturbances
due the substorm current wedge often almost cancel out the
negative disturbances due to the ring current enhancement.
The results strongly suggest that the ‘‘classical’’ comparison
between Dst and AL would best be replaced by the compar-
ison between middle and high-latitude magnetograms.
[59] In any case the basic controversy remains as to

whether the successive occurrence of substorms, i.e., the
occurrence of impulsive induced electric fields, plays a
substantial role in the energization of storm-time ring
current particles, as compared to the action of the convec-
tion electric field [e.g., Kamide and Allen, 1997; Daglis,
2001]. This issue has been addressed in comprehensive
computer simulations. Chen et al. [1994] used spike-like
enhancements of the convection electric field to attempt to
simulate the effect of individual substorms, while Fok et al.
[1996] used an inductive localized electric field, tied to
successive cycles of stretching and dipolarization of the
Tsyganenko model magnetic field. Both studies concluded
that the substorm contribution was subtle and possibly
negative to the development of a ring current. More
recently, Fok et al. [1999] made substantial modifications
to their model in order to make it more realistic. The range

of the ring current model was extended out to 12 RE in the
nightside magnetosphere, setting the boundary condition
well outside of geosynchronous orbit, at the outer limits of
the region of validity of the adiabatic bounce-averaged ring
current code. This provides a plasma input that is realisti-
cally influenced by substorm-dipolarization electric fields in
the inner plasma sheet. Second, a three-dimensional test
particle code was used to construct the ion velocity distri-
bution by backtracking particles from a velocity space grid
to source regions assumed to have constant properties
independent of the storm/substorm process. Fok et al. found
that the substorm-associated induced electric fields signifi-
cantly enhance the ring current by redistributing plasma
pressure earthward. Accordingly, it was concluded that
global convection and substorm dipolarizations do cooper-
ate to inject plasma energy more deeply into the magneto-
sphere than either would individually.
[60] It is clear that simulations and their interplay with

observations are of critical importance in the efforts to
resolve key issues of space storm dynamics. Comprehen-
sive modeling studies of particle acceleration [e.g., Del-
court, 2002], magnetospheric configuration and particle
transport [e.g., Liemohn et al., 2001], ring current decay
[e.g., Jordanova et al., 1996; Kozyra et al., 1997], wave-
particle interactions [Thorne and Horne, 1994], and global
energy balance [e.g., Kozyra et al., 2002] have been
instrumental in achieving vital progress in space storm
research. However, regarding the use of model electric
fields in simulation studies, we need to be aware that the
actual electric fields in the inner magnetosphere are radi-
cally different from those used in modeling. [Wygant et al.,
1998] showed that during the large March 1991 storm, the
large-scale electric field repeatedly penetrated earthward,
maximizing between L = 2 and L = 4 with magnitudes of
6 mV/m. Such magnitudes are 60 times larger than quiet-
time values. Furthermore, Wygant et al. [1998] also noted
that strong impulsive electric fields with amplitudes of up
to 20 mV/m (i.e., more than three times the largest
convection electric field) were observed during magnetic
field dipolarizations in the inner magnetosphere, i.e., dur-
ing substorm expansions or intensifications. Consequently,
substorm-induced electric fields ‘‘compete’’ with the con-
vection electric field in particle acceleration during storm
development: they are episodic, but on the other side they
are much stronger.
[61] In summary, to account consistently for a vast

amount of complicated observations in space and on the
Earth’s surface in terms of the storm/substorm relationship,
the following points should be considered:
[62] 1. A major space storm occurs when the interplan-

etary magnetic field (IMF) has a sustained (more than 3
hours) of intense (more than 10 nT) southward component
[Gonzalez and Tsurutani, 1987].
[63] 2. No storms have been observed during which

intense substorms did not occur. This implies that storms
and substorms have a common cause, yet does not neces-
sarily mean that one results in the other.
[64] 3. Geomagnetic activity at high latitudes is always

very high during a magnetic storm. When substorm activity
is of a lesser magnitude, however, a magnetic storm may or
may not be underway, depending on some yet undefined
conditions.
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[65] 4. Some large substorms are associated with the
significant main phase, while other equally large substorms
have little effect. Some storms recover very quickly as soon
as the IMF turns northward, while others take a long time to
recover.
[66] It seems likely that space storms and magnetospheric

substorms may occur as rather independent processes. The
simple occurrence of substorms does not seem to be a
sufficient condition for a magnetic storm [Kamide, 1992].
In this view the reason substorms occur during storms is that
the IMF condition for substorms is included in the IMF
condition for storms. In addition the question of the storm/
substorm relationship cannot be addressed properly without
considering that not all enhancements of the AL index are
substorms. A further complication in understanding quanti-
tatively the storm/substorm relationship lies in the existence
of the quasi-steady state of the magnetosphere [Sergeev et
al., 1996]. This state can occur when the IMF is steadily
southward directed.
[67] Figure 15 proposes that the quasi-steady electric field

in the solar wind alone is responsible for Dst changes during
space storms. In this model it is fluctuations in the electric
field that generate substorms, which may or may not
enhance the ring current. If we were to control the solar
wind, generating purely steady southward IMF, we would
be able to create a magnetic storm during which no sub-
storm expansions occur. This situation is illustrated in
Figure 15a. Actually, the interplanetary magnetic field
almost always fluctuates. If the steady-state southward
IMF were to happen, however, there would be no substorm
expansions, although the so-called directly driven auroral
electrojet would contribute to the variation of the AE
indices. In fact, Tsurutani et al. [2003] recently showed
examples of storms where no auroral signatures of classical
substorm expansions occurred. Figure 15b, on the other
hand, illustrates the association of IMF fluctuations with
substorm expansions.
[68] The scheme shown in Figure 15 conforms to a

number of observations that have so far been reported,
including the following:
[69] 1. When the solar wind electric field is used to

predict both Dst and AL, the prediction residuals for these
two geomagnetic indices are uncorrelated [McPherron,
1997].
[70] 2. Northward turnings, or becoming less southward,

of the interplanetary magnetic field have been found to
trigger most of substorm expansions [e.g., Rostoker, 1983;
Lyons et al., 1997]. McPherron et al. [1986] showed earlier
that more than 50% of substorms are triggered by changes
in the IMF.
[71] 3. Tsurutani and Gonzalez [1987] showed the exis-

tence of HILDCAAs, which stands for high-intensity, long-
duration, continuous AE activity. When the IMF fluctuates
during the recovery phase of a magnetic storm, many short-
lived substorms with similar amplitudes occur continuously
(corresponding to the fluctuations in the IMF) and the Dst
recovery to the prestorm level is very slow, as if ‘‘delayed’’
by the substorms.
[72] The last point brings us to the next major topic of this

paper, which is the recovery of intense storms. Storm
recovery has been traditionally and implicitly linked to ring
current decay, although the variations of the Dst index and

the ring current do not necessarily represent each other
accurately. The main killer candidate of the storm-time ring
current has been charge exchange; the often observed
feature of two-step recovery [Kamide et al., 1998a] has
been interpreted as the result of a plasma composition
change during the storm recovery [Hamilton et al., 1988;
Daglis et al., 1999]. The reason for this is that the charge
exchange lifetimes of the main ring current ion species,
namely H+ and O+, are radically different. In the energy
range of several tens of keV (50–100 keV), where the bulk
of the storm-time ring current energy is contained, the O+

lifetime can an order of magnitude shorter than that of H+.
This difference is even large at higher energies. For exam-
ple, at L = 5 and a mirror latitude of 14�, the charge-
exchange lifetime of a 100 keV O+ ion is �46 hours; for the
same energy the lifetime of H+ ions is �470 hours. These
time scales become considerably shorter in the inner ring
current because the geocoronal density increases. At L = 3.5
the respective 100 keV O+ and H+ lifetimes are 11 and 110
hours. In contrast in the lower energy range O+ has a much
longer lifetime than H+: at L = 5 the 10 keV O+ and H+

Figure 15. Schematic illustration of the proposed model
for magnetic storms (in terms of Dst). The Dst variance
consists of two components. The steady southward
component of IMF generates an enhancement in the ring
current in the magnetosphere, which can be monitored by
the Dst index, whereas it is the short-term changes or
fluctuations in the IMF that trigger substorm expansions.
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lifetimes are �56 hours and �17 hours, respectively. At L =
3.5 the lifetimes become 28 and 5.5 hours, respectively. The
implications of these differences are very important. A large
(not to mention a dominant) O+ component will induce: (1)
a rapid initial decay after the storm maximum, due to the
rapid loss of high-energy O+ and (2) a decrease of the decay
rate during the recovery phase, due to the relatively long
lifetimes of low-energy O+.
[73] It is obvious that variations in the relative abundance

of the two main ion species H+ and O+ can regulate the
decay rate of the storm-time ring current and should there-
fore be taken into account in any comprehensive modeling
study. However, several case studies and simulations indi-
cated limitations of charge-exchange losses as the main
cause of ring current decay during storm recovery [e.g.,
Takahashi et al., 1990]. In particular, the two-phase recov-
ery has not been reproducible by charge-exchange losses
alone [e.g., Fok et al., 1995; Liemohn et al., 1999; Kozyra et
al., 2002]. Alternative mechanisms for ring current losses
are wave-particle interactions, precipitation, and convective
drift escape through the dayside magnetopause. The relative
contributions of these processes seem to be different from
case to case.
[74] Liemohn et al. [2001] suggested that the two-phase

recovery of intense storms is due to the transition between
fast time-scale ‘‘flow-out’’ losses (associated with open drift
paths) and much slower ‘‘charge-exchange’’ losses (associ-
ated with closed drift paths) rather than the transition
between fast ‘‘O+’’ and slower ‘‘H+’’ charge-exchange
losses (associated with a trapped ring current). [Liemohn
et al., 2001] attributed the dramatic loss of O+ compared
with H+, typically observed in the early recovery phase of
major storms to composition changes in the inner plasma
sheet rather than to composition-dependent decay mecha-
nisms. This increasingly oxygen-poor plasma is convected
into the inner magnetosphere along open drift paths which
are being converted to closed drift paths as the convection
electric field weakens (magnetic activity subsides).
[75] It is seen that the rapid time scales associated with

‘‘flow-out’’ losses during the main and early recovery phase
are dependent on the strength of magnetospheric convec-
tion. With a fixed plasma sheet density and unchanging
convection pattern during the minimum in Dst*, the e-
folding loss time scale is roughly the time for 70% of the
ion energy in the partial ring current to convect from the
nightside plasma sheet to the dayside magnetopause. If we
approximate this as the time for ions around the typical peak
ring current energies (at L � 3) to convect from the dusk
region out the dayside magnetopause, the time scale should
be 2–9 hours. This is consistent with the 3–5 hour time
scales for loss obtained from the simulations of the main
phase. Independently [O’Brien and McPherron, 2000]
found that decay time-scales in the Dst* index are correlated
with solar wind vBs (= Ey). These results are consistent since
the solar wind Ey is closely related to the convection Ey in
the magnetosphere through reconnection at the dayside
magnetopause.
[76] However, the particular storm in June 1991 exhibited

a dominant role of charge exchange during the initial fast
recovery. This is presumably due to the large O+ abundance
in the June 1991 storm-time ring current, and the relatively
short charge-exchange lifetime of O+ as discussed above.

[77] The complex interplay between flow-out and charge
exchange losses during the June 1991 storm is presumably
the combined effect of the ring current composition and the
fluctuations in the interplanetary magnetic field. The IMF
fluctuations influence the convection electric field and
consequently the convection pattern of the incoming ions
and their loss through the dayside magnetopause, while the
O+ dominated ring current favors rapid decay through
charge exchange. This is evident in the early, fast recovery
phases of the storm and even more in the late recovery,
when charge-exchange losses become much larger than
flow-out losses (factor of 5 to 10). In the September 1998
storm, which did not have a large O+ component, the initial
recovery phase was dominated by convective flow-out
losses.
[78] In conclusion our two-storm investigation clearly

shows the increasing importance of charge-exchange loss
in the main and early recovery phase for storms with a large
O+ component in the ring current. Since solar maximum
storms tend to be more enriched in O+ than solar minimum
storms, these results imply a solar cycle influence on main
and early recovery phase time scales for a fixed storm size.
[79] The energy distribution within the magnetosphere is

very different for these two storm events even though the
minimum Dst* is similar. During the June 1991 storm the
ring current dissipated the major portion of the storm
energy, whereas in the September 1998 event the Joule
heating was the largest energy sink. Understanding the
factors that control the apportionment of magnetic storm
energy within the magnetosphere is central to understanding
the geoeffectiveness of solar wind structures. Better techni-
ques for estimating the energy budget are needed to elim-
inate uncertainties. In addition, energy budgets for a large
variety of storms during all phases of the solar cycle are
needed to understand how the energy is apportioned within
the magnetosphere as storm parameters change.
[80] The prediction of storms, particularly large storms, is

one of the challenges of space storm research and space
weather initiatives. The recognition that the solar wind
induced electric field is the main driver of space storms
[Gonzalez and Tsurutani, 1987] has made it possible to
predict them accurately. In the earliest model [Burton et al.,
1975], storms are considered directly driven by the solar
wind, in particular the flow induced electric field. Such
models predict the Dst from the solar wind induced electric
field well but the strength of the coupling to the solar wind
varies with the activity level, thus require updating its value
externally. Nonlinear dynamical techniques [e.g., Vassiliadis
et al., 1995; Valdivia et al., 1996] have the ability to update
the model parameters using the previous data of the storms
and the solar wind variables. This approach has given
predictions of the Dst with errors of 4–6 nT for 1 hour
predictions [Valdivia et al., 1996]. Improved predictions are
obtained by using a spatio-temporal model to predict the H
components at the midlatitude stations and then computing
the Dst [Valdivia et al., 1999]. Most of these studies use the
solar wind vBz as the input that drives the storm and
improved predictions are expected when other relevant solar
wind variables are included as the input. In the case when
both vBz and vBy are taken as the inputs, the prediction of
the peak of the storm significantly improves [Sharma,
1996]. Other variables such as the solar wind density and
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dynamic pressure, as well as the plasma sheet density, play
important roles in storm evolution and including these as
inputs in the prediction models is expected to yield better
predictions.
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